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of ALS speech [3–10]. When correlated against intelligibility
scores, F2 slope has Spearman correlations of 0.82 and 0.85 for
females and males, respectively, with ALS [5]. Although
previous studies have demonstrated potential diagnostic value
of formants, to our knowledge, they have not used
automatically extracted formant features. Automated analyses
are needed by clinicians who are pressed for time during
evaluations and who often lack the expertise required to
extract formants from prerecorded speech samples. In
addition, although the slope of F2 appears to be a good
predictor of intelligibility [3–10], prior work has not examined
the predictive value of features extracted from the derivatives
of these trajectories. For example, acceleration features may
be particularly useful for characterizing impaired articulatory
control and dyscoordination due to ALS, because these
features may encode important information about the initiation
and termination of articulator motion.
Based on observations that speed (magnitude of velocity),
duration, and extent of tongue, lip, and jaw movements change
as the disease progresses [10–11], the finding that jaw and lip
strength is less affected by ALS than that of the tongue [12–
13], and the assumption that different speech articulators are
assumed to have different velocity profiles, we hypothesize
that bulbar motor deterioration will differentially affect
frequency content of formant trajectories. In this study, we
examine different frequency bands of the formant trajectories
using low- and high-pass filters, and also their velocities and
accelerations. After extracting statistical features from the
trajectories, we evaluate correlations between each of the
features and both intelligibility and speaking rate, and use the
features to predict the assessment metrics.

Abstract
Effective monitoring of bulbar disease progression in persons
with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) requires rapid,
objective, automatic assessment of speech loss. The purpose of
this work was to identify acoustic features that aid in
predicting intelligibility loss and speaking rate decline in
individuals with ALS. Features were derived from statistics of
the first (F1) and second (F2) formant frequency trajectories
and their first and second derivatives. Motivated by a possible
link between components of formant dynamics and specific
articulator movements, these features were also computed for
low-pass and high-pass filtered formant trajectories. When
compared to clinician-rated intelligibility and speaking rate
assessments, F2 features, particularly mean F2 speed and a
novel feature, mean F2 acceleration, were most strongly
correlated with intelligibility and speaking rate, respectively
(Spearman correlations > 0.70, p < 0.0001). These features
also yielded the best predictions in regression experiments (r >
0.60, p < 0.0001). Comparable results were achieved using
low-pass filtered F2 trajectory features, with higher
correlations and lower prediction errors achieved for speaking
rate over intelligibility. These findings suggest information
can be exploited in specific frequency components of formant
trajectories, with implications for automatic monitoring of
ALS.
Index Terms: speech analysis, formant
disordered speech, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

frequencies,

1. Introduction
A common symptom of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is
reduced intelligibility and speaking rate [1–2]. Previous
studies have identified acoustic differences that contribute to
speech decline in ALS. Many of these differences result from
variations in formant frequencies. A reduced second formant
(F2) trajectory, for example, has been noted in several studies

*

2. Data collection and pre-processing
2.1. Data collection
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln, the Massachusetts
General Hospital Institute of Health Professions, and the
University of Toronto have collected longitudinal data from
123 subjects with ALS. Details of the collection protocols are
described in [1] and [14]. We select subjects from this
database who met the clinical, linguistic, and literacy criteria
described in [15]. A particular session for a given subject is
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of 3 to 11 successive BBPs, resulting in zero-phase LPFed
formant trajectories. We obtain the complementary component
from the high-pass filter (HPF) by subtracting the LPFed
component from the unfiltered formant trajectory.
As depicted in Figure 2, in addition to the unfiltered,
LPFed, and HPFed trajectories, we compute the derivative
(velocity) and second derivative (acceleration) of each of the
three trajectories, leading to 9 representative trajectories [23].

included in this study if, during the session, the subject was
evaluated for speaking rate and intelligibility, and uttered at
least three repetitions of the standard phrase “Buy Bobby a
puppy” (BBP) in succession. Additional criteria are an absence
of severe clipping, background noise, or speech signal
distortion in the recordings. This results in 136 sessions from
34 subjects (16 males, 18 females). The mean and standard
deviation of number of sessions attended per subject are 4.00
and 2.96, respectively, and the range spans 1 to 13 sessions.



In the longitudinal database, intelligibility is quantified
by the percentage of words that can be accurately identified by
a listener, and speaking rate is quantified in terms of words
spoken per minute (wpm). Both measures were obtained using
the Sentence Intelligibility Test [16], where normal
intelligibility is defined to be >97% and severe intelligibility
loss is <87% [17]. Figure 1 displays the intelligibility and
speaking rate scores of all subjects across the 136 sessions. As
can be observed in Figure 1, after speaking rate declines to
below 100-120 wpm, intelligibility declines rapidly [1,17,18].
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Figure 2: Derivation of the 9 representative trajectories
per formant per frame. k is the index of the formant (k=1
or k=2). After LPFing and HPFing the formant trajectory,
velocities (') and accelerations (") are also computed.
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We then compute the mean absolute value (MAV) and the
variance of each of the 9 trajectories, only on voiced frames,
leading to 18 features per formant. Since we evaluate both F1
and F2, a total of 36 features is evaluated at a particular filter
cutoff frequency.
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Figure 1: Intelligibility vs. speaking rate for each session.

3.3. Selection of cutoff frequency

We analyze BBP because it is the most frequently spoken
utterance across all sessions that contains dynamic formant
motion. Critically, this utterance contains rapid, continuous
formant movement in the diphthong [ay] in “buy,” and in the
coarticulation of [iy-ax] or [iy-ey] in “Bobby a,” where the
lack of a pause leads to a pronounced diphthong.

To address our hypothesis that there is different information in
different frequency components of the formant trajectories, we
perform low- and high-pass filtering in this preliminary
analysis. This requires that we identify a potential cutoff
frequency to use for both low- and high-pass filters. To
accomplish this, we compute Spearman correlations between
each of the features and both intelligibility and speaking rate,
sweeping the cutoff frequency from 1 Hz to 20 Hz. Results for
the mean acceleration features are displayed in Figure 3.

2.2. Pre-processing
The pre-processing steps consist of converting the stereo files
to mono, if necessary; manually identifying and removing the
clinicians’ speech from the recordings; downsampling from
various initial sampling rates to 16 kHz, if necessary; and
applying adaptive wideband noise reduction [15–16].
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3. Feature selection and extraction
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We use a Kalman-based autoregressive modeling and
inference algorithm (KARMA) [22] to track F1 and F2. The
analysis window length is set to 20 ms, with 50% overlap.
To exclude unvoiced regions from feature computation,
we utilize the energy-based voicing activity detector (VAD)
within KARMA, smooth the output from the VAD with a
median filter, and interpolate the formants over the unvoiced
regions using the shape-preserving piecewise cubic Hermitian
Interpolation function (pchip) in MATLAB. The interpolation
yields a continuous trajectory with a continuous derivative.
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3.1. Formant estimation
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Figure 3: Spearman correlation between features (
, 
,

and 
; top: F1, bottom: F2) and assessment metrics (left:
intelligibility, right: speaking rate), vs. cutoff frequency.

There is clearly significant variation in the performance of the
components below 5 Hz. Since the correlations tend to
asymptote at a cutoff frequency near 5 Hz for both formants
and assessment metrics, we select 5 Hz as the cutoff frequency
that divides that spectrum between low-pass and high-pass
components. A further justification for using a 5 Hz cutoff is
that the syllabic rate in English is approximately 6 syllables/s

3.2. Feature extraction
After obtaining the estimated formant tracks for the first two
formants, we apply a Chebyshev Type II low-pass filter (LPF)
in both forward and reverse directions to the entire utterance
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[24], and the average syllabic rate is expected to be reduced in
speakers with ALS.

4.2. Predicting intelligibility and speaking rate
4.2.1. Intelligibility

4. Results

Table 1 displays a subset of the results from the intelligibility
regression experiments. The individual features from the
univariate regressions that yield the best prediction of
intelligibility are mean F2 speed from both the unfiltered and
LPFed trajectories. The difference in their predictions is
statistically insignificant (p=0.38). Incorporating all six F2
velocity features into the multivariate regression does not lead
to a statistically significant prediction improvement (p=0.80).
The intelligibility prediction from the multivariate
regression using all six LPFed F2 features is similar to the
result obtained using all six unfiltered F2 features, indicating
that the LPFed component of F2 seems to capture all relevant
intelligibility information. To evaluate the performance of the
HPFed features, we compare mean unfiltered F2 speed to the
single HPFed feature that leads to the most accurate
prediction, MAV acceleration of HPFed F2. The statistically
significant difference (p<0.03) implies that HPFed features
generally contribute less than LPFed or unfiltered features.
There is also a statistically significant difference between
the F2 features listed in the table and their corresponding F1
features (p<0.02). Thus, F2 features contribute more to
intelligibility prediction than F1 features, which is consistent
with previous studies [4,6].

We first compute Spearman correlations between each feature
and both intelligibility and speaking rate. We then perform
regression experiments to evaluate the accuracy of predicting
the assessment metrics, given a feature or set of features.
To predict intelligibility and speaking rate, we perform
linear regression through leave-one-subject-out cross
validation, training on the data collected from all subjects
except the subject under test, and testing on a single session.
Metrics include mean average error (MAE), root-meansquared error (RMSE), Pearson correlation (r), and Spearman
correlation (ρ), each computed between the actual assessment
metric and predicted value. If the predicted intelligibility is
>100%, the prediction is set to 100%.
We perform univariate linear regression on each of the 36
features, and multivariate linear regression on sets of features,
such as velocity, acceleration, formant index, and frequency
component. Sets of features are analyzed to obtain the best
possible prediction and to obtain a generalizable, more
interpretable representation of the features. When comparing
features or groups of features to determine whether the
difference in predictions is statistically significant, we perform
paired sample t-tests between the squares of the residuals.

Table 1. Subset of intelligibility prediction results. All Pearson
and Spearman p-values are < 10-4. Above dashed line:
individual features. Below: sets of features
Feature Name
MAE
RMSE
r
ρ
(wpm) (wpm)

Mean |
|
6.23
11.93
0.60 0.73

Mean |
|
6.28
12.07
0.59 0.71

Mean |
|
7.06
12.81
0.52 0.63
All 6 F2 vel. features
6.63
11.81
0.61 0.63
All 6 unfilt. F2 features
6.39
11.74
0.61 0.69
All 6 LPFed F2 features
6.01
11.13
0.66 0.71
All F1 features
8.38
14.27
0.31 0.36
All F2 features
6.26
11.47
0.64 0.65

4.1. Correlations between formant trajectory
features and both intelligibility and speaking rate
Spearman correlations between each of the 36 features and
both intelligibility and speaking rate, are shown in Figure 4.
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Table 2. Subset of speaking rate prediction results. All
Pearson and Spearman p-values are < 10-4.
Feature Name
MAE
RMSE
r
ρ
(wpm) (wpm)

Mean |
|
24.48
30.16
0.69 0.67

Mean |
|
24.40
30.09
0.69 0.67

Mean |
|
27.21
33.34
0.60 0.58

Mean |
|
28.13
34.01
0.58 0.55
All 6 unfilt. F2 features
24.67
32.51
0.64 0.63
All 6 LPFed F2 features
21.39
26.91
0.76 0.73
All 12 unfilt. features
21.45
27.34
0.75 0.72
All 12 LPFed features
21.64
27.47
0.76 0.72
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Figure 4: Spearman correlations between each of the features
(F1: top, F2: bottom), and assessment metrics (left:
intelligibility, right: speaking rate). *: 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05; **: 10-4
≤ p < 0.01; ***: p < 10-4

4.2.2. Speaking rate

In general, for the unfiltered and LPFed features, velocity and
acceleration features are more strongly correlated with both
intelligibility and speaking rate than are the formant frequency
displacement features. Also, although F1 correlations are
generally lower than the F2 correlations, the F1 correlations
often reach statistical significance, even with a Bonferronicorrected α=6.9e-4. The strongest correlation is between mean
unfiltered F2 speed and intelligibility (ρ=0.73, p < 10-23).

Table 2 displays a subset of the results from the speaking rate
experiments. The individual features that most accurately
predict speaking rate when used in univariate linear regression
are mean F2 acceleration of both the unfiltered and LPFed
trajectories. Of all feature groups attempted, each of three
feature groups that predict speaking rate most accurately
contains LPFed or unfiltered features, indicating LPFed
components capture nearly all speaking rate information.
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Correlations between the statistics of unfiltered and
LPFed formant frequency displacement features (i.e. mean and
variance of the 0th derivative) and the assessment metrics are
weak or insignificant. However, these features are significant
when obtained from the HPFed trajectory. Combined with the
resemblance of the F2 HPFed trajectory to the F2 acceleration
trajectory, this suggests that higher order derivative statistics
(more rapidly moving features) are embedded within the
HPFed component. The inability of the HPFed component to
perform well in prediction suggests the presence of noise.

4.2.3. Case Study
Figure 5 displays F2 trajectories for a male subject who utters
five repetitions of BBP during each of 13 sessions. The figure
displays the trajectories collected from the first and last
sessions, spanning 26 months. The [ah-b-iy-ax] phonemes
(“bobby a”) in first of the five BBP repetitions are displayed.
During the first session, before the subject’s speech declines,
the speaking rate is 230 wpm with a normal intelligibility
score of 99%; after the decline, during the last session, the
speaking rate is reduced to 111 wpm with a severely reduced
intelligibility score of 48%.

The results from the intelligibility and speaking rate
prediction experiments suggest that the LPFed component
below 5 Hz is associated with both intelligibility and speaking
rate decline. This association might be due to at least one of
three factors: (1) the LPFed component is a less noisy
measurement of the formant trajectory, and therefore more
accurately represents the actual formant trajectory; (2) changes
in the formant frequencies across time are slow, below 5 Hz;
and/or (3) the unfiltered signal is affected by the motions of
several vocal tract structures with varying degrees of
impairment, while the LPFed component might represent the
motion of a particular vocal tract structure that is actively
declining. For example, suppose that when transitioning from
a low-back to high-front vowel, a patient is unable to rapidly
constrict the vocal tract because of slowed tongue movements.
While the area of the constriction remains large, formant
frequencies would be expected to remain relatively constant
despite the tongue advancing forward to approximate the low
vowel [25]. Determining the articulatory mechanisms of the
abnormal formant features will require additional research.
Another area for future work involves exploring different
frequency regions by applying various cutoff frequencies and
bandpass filters. In this study, we assume that 5 Hz represents
syllabic rate, but syllabic rate will vary during each session.
Other cutoff frequencies and band-passed frequency regions
may provide additional acoustic information, and might also
be associated with physiological differences exhibited by
patients with ALS. Future work also involves understanding
the formant features that contribute to intelligibility loss versus
those that contribute to speaking rate decline, as intelligibility
and speaking rate are correlated (ρ=0.48, p=3.38e-9).

Figure 5:  trajectory overlaid on spectrogram (top row),




(2nd row), 
(3rd row),  (4th row), 
(5th row), and
th
 (6 row). Cutoff frequency: 5 Hz. The subject is 54 years
old in the first session (left).
In the top row of Figure 5, the subject’s F2 trajectory has
greater dynamic range and variability before the decline than
after. In the central region of the diphthong, before the decline,
large peaks are present in the velocity, acceleration, LPFed,
velocity of LPFed, and HPFed trajectories. These are reduced
in the less intelligible, slower speech. The LPFed component
appears to capture a cleaner version of the trajectory, and the
general shape of the HPFed trajectory appears to be 180o out
of phase with the acceleration trajectory.

6. Conclusions
We have presented preliminary results exploring automatically
extracted formant features that predict speech deterioration in
ALS. Our main novel findings are that acceleration features
derived from the frequency trajectory of F2 predict speaking
rate decline and aid in prediction of intelligibility decline, and
that applying an LPF with a 5 Hz cutoff frequency to F2
velocity and acceleration trajectories yields prediction results
comparable to those achieved without LPFing. Since the
majority of the information appears to be present in the LPFed
frequency components, a reduced representation of the
formant frequency trajectories might be sufficient to capture
important trends in intelligibility and speaking rate decline.
These results can be applied toward rapid automatic
monitoring of ALS progression.

5. Discussion and future work
The results confirm previous findings that F2 mean speed is
the individual feature that best predicts intelligibility loss [3–
10], and that F1 contributes little to intelligibility prediction
when compared to F2. We also find that F2 acceleration aids in
speaking rate prediction, and, to a lesser degree than F2
velocity, intelligibility prediction. The importance of F2
acceleration features might be due to their ability to capture
initiation and termination of articulator motion.
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